
If enough, guests can completely to the travel States of Co (qui Nhon) by motorcycle instead 
of canoes. Please plan to invite your friends to travel as a group together, enjoy the 
schedule here to, Quy Nhon feeling of conquering the road winding and climbing up the 
slopes as to touch the clouds. The center Quy Nhon city about 25 km, Commune, Nhon Ly. Is 
where is known as the “Maldives” of Quy Nhon and do not need to have visa to VIetnam for 
tourists. Most people called “the island of Quy Nhon” and think only boats or canoes can 
move to this beautiful island. But the exact name of it is “beach,” a beach of Quy Nhon, a 
peninsula. So you can totally ride to Quy Nhon. With an average speed of 40km/h, it is 
expected you will take about 1 hour 30 minutes from the starting point to the beach Quy 
Nhon. 
 
Before departure the need to ensure that you have adequate preparation utensils and 
protective shielding. In particular, should have a glass dedicated and gloves. From the center 
of Quy Nhon city along Nguyen tat Thanh street connection, cross Tran Hung Dao continues 
to turn in the direction of the bridge Ha Thanh running for about 10 minutes will to Thi nai 
bridge – the bridge crossing the sea in Vietnam. Note: when crossing the bridge, the wind 
very strong so you need to firmly the steering wheel to the car is not tanked, absolutely not 
lower or increase the throttle suddenly. After crossing Thi nai bridge, continue to run into 
the highway 19B run about 30 minutes, going to the intersection turn in Nhon Ly. 
Awfully note: during the move you should pay attention to observe the instructions and go 
carefully with speed, maneuvered just right, because the stretch of road has many potholes 
and dust, sand as well much. 
 
At the traffic lights you turn right into the economic FLC and go through SAFARI PARK park 
wildlife first and only one in Binh Dinh, don't forget to stop a moment and check-in. Here 
new difficulties really start, you have to cross a lot of the high street and steep, even with 
the steep sections that you feel like you have to touch the ‘cloud’ then, choking over is from 
the top of the slope that your heart seemed to stop beating when you start driving ‘lottery 
slope”. 
There will be passages you just want to jump off the bus to walk to it safely. If you are 
behind let's continue in prayer and put our trust in the person holding your destiny. Also if 
you are driving then make sure that you are healthy enough and mentally or at least you 
also called “flier”, the new join the game full of adventure. After a screaming, flapping, and 
heart at times want to jump out, this is the result, is what I was adventurous motorbike ride 
to the States, to admire it. It'll be worth it! 
 
Panoramic Nhon Ly, a nature picture too great. You will be more happier when what I gave 
in exchange was reciprocate like this Stand in this position and her arms out, enjoy it, 
because you have conquered both the mountains and the sea. Paradise of sea and island 
States, is here! Minutes to hours, this you can ‘temporary’ breathing a sigh of relief, okay, a 
little break then start into the game. And don't forget to go this path to return to. 
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